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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper examines how the financial crisis of the Great Recession developed in
countries of the Western Balkans. During the Great Recession the Western
Balkans suffered one of the more substantial drops in economic activity
worldwide (Bole et al. 2018). Studying the development of the financial crisis in
the Western Balkans is of considerable importance, since the resulting insights
might be used in the case of new financial or similar crises in the region and
beyond. Given data availability, we take a closer look at the countries of former
Yugoslavia.
The countries of former Yugoslavia can be analysed in the context of the
periphery versus super-periphery (versus core/old EU countries) paradigm. Sokol
(2001) describes super-peripheral countries as countries outside the EU that are
neither eurozone members nor EU members, but are similarly influenced by
developments in the EU and the eurozone (including Western Balkan countries).
Bartlett and Prica (2017a; 2017b) further elaborate on this issue by connecting
core European countries and peripheral countries, which are either a part of the
eurozone (the so-called ‘Inner Periphery’) or within the EU but outside the
eurozone (‘Outer Periphery’), or super-peripheral countries, which are not in the
eurozone and the EU but are still tied to the eurozone through a high level of
‘euroisation’ of their economies. We adopt the above argumentation and define
peripheral and super-peripheral countries according to the similarity and
development of their market, regulatory, and policy institutions. In peripheral
countries, institutions are (at least formally) harmonised with those in core EU
countries (which allows peripheral countries to benefit from a larger economic
association), whereas in super-peripheral countries they are of the stand-alone
type and generate, in principle, larger frictions, negative externalities, and
inefficiencies. Hence, the sovereign premium can be used as the single robust
indicator of the peripheral versus super-peripheral status of a country. In the
financial cycle the sovereign premium in peripheral countries is, in principle,
larger and more volatile than that in core countries, although it can come very
close or even attain the sovereign premium of core countries in the boom period,
at the top of the cycle. In super-peripheral countries the sovereign premium is
significantly larger than in peripheral countries and systematically much larger
than in core countries.
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According to the foregoing definition of peripheral and super-peripheral
countries (with respect to the alignment of institutions as well as the size of the
sovereign premium), Slovenia and Croatia can be classified as peripheral
countries, while Bosnia, Montenegro, the Republic of North Macedonia, and
Serbia can be classified as super-peripheral countries with regard to the EU as the
new centre of economic gravity. Because of the differences in the political and
economic separation from the new centre of economic gravity, the countries of
former Yugoslavia face large differences in long-term developmental conditions
as well as in daily economic opportunities. The paper tackles the most
outstanding differences as revealed by the Great Recession.
In terms of the theoretical framework, our study is built on the literature on the
interaction between the real economy and the financial sector and the importance
of credit market friction for aggregate economic activity (see Claessens and Kose
2018). We first focus on the financial accelerator mechanism (Bernanke, Gertler,
and Gilchrist 1999) present in the so-called ‘balance sheet’ models (Kiyotaki and
Moore 1997; Miller and Stiglitz 2010; Krishnamurty 2010), which explains how
the financial crisis could be accelerated through the firms’ debt (de)accumulation
(the demand-side or the borrower channel). We then extend our research to study
a more elaborate liquidity channel boosting two crucial components, namely
funding and market liquidity. In less developed and emerging countries, the
funding liquidity component, with its focus on the liability side of the bank
balance sheet, is especially important for studying the development of financial
crises (e.g., Shin 2013). Studies by Gertler and Kiyotaki (2011) and Gertler,
Kiyotaki, and Prespitino (2016) show how the accelerated indebtedness of nonfinancial firms due to demand-side financial frictions and the simultaneous
increase in debt incurred by banks due to increased wholesale funding followed
by a sudden stop are especially appropriate for Balkan countries facing a lack of
capital. As also claimed by Bole et al. (2020), international financial inflows and
their reversal are particularly important for understanding the role of retail and
wholesale funding channels and the activities of banks in providing credits to
households and firms during the Great Recession in the Western Balkans.
The main results of our paper are threefold. First, we show the importance of the
financial accelerator mechanism (Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist 1999; Bole et
al. 2018) that endogenously drove the amplification and propagation of the debt
13
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accumulation process through companies’ investments during the build-up and
unwinding phases of debt (de)accumulation in the Great Recession in the
Western Balkans. To the debt accumulation equation model we added the cash
flow migration equation, showing a negative impact on the liquidity of firms after
the crisis struck. In particular, the marginal contributions of financial debt as well
as non-financial debt and receivables on cash flow migration increased when
moving from the boom to the bust regime. Moreover, the marginal contributions
of non-financial debt and receivables became bigger than the marginal
contribution of financial debt, showing that illiquidity spread to suppliers and
buyers.
Second, we identify the role of banking in the debt build-up process, especially its
role in transmitting (foreign) financial inflows to nonfinancial corporations and
households, and we analyse the bank transmission mechanism of wholesale and
retail funding swings triggered by the economy and foreign financial flow shocks
throughout the boom (2007–2008), bust (2009–2010), and recovery (2011–2013)
periods. The paper shows that the funding channel was a sizable driver of credit
trajectory throughout the Great Recession in the observed Western Balkan
countries, and that the wholesale (external) funding of banks was more important
for credit activity within firms than for credit activity within households.
Third, we show that although the countries of former Yugoslavia belonged to a
common financial cycle during the Great Recession, the mechanism of shock
amplification from the centre to the periphery (symmetric shock with
asymmetric amplification) made their performance in the boom-bust-recovery
episode slightly different. The effects of super-peripheral dummies were stronger
in the boom period, but they became weaker in the bust and recovery periods.
The financial crisis was present in both peripheral and super-peripheral
countries. Increases in illiquidity were apparent in later phases of the crisis,
pointing to a lack of measures and/or inappropriate measures to increase liquidity
when the crisis elapsed in both groups of countries (see also Krishnamurthy 2010;
Bole, Prašnikar, and Trobec 2014).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces
the models of companies’ debt accumulation and cash flow migration during the
crisis in the observed countries, provides the data used, and presents the empirical
14
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results. Section 3 illustrates the bank credit dynamics in the household and firm
models, explains the data, and presents the empirical results. Section 4 concludes
the paper.
2. THE ACCELERATOR OF FIRM DEBT (DE)ACCUMULATION AND NET WORTH
CYCLICALITY DURING THE FINANCIAL CRISIS

The literature on the financial accelerator and ‘balance sheet’ crisis attributes the
emergence of financial crises to sudden (even idiosyncratic) events triggering
wholesale risk rebalancing. 1 In the case of the former Yugoslav countries the
delayed integration into international economic flows at the end of the 1990s due
to conflict and war made such rebalancing even more extensive and erratic. The
new countries pursued liberalisation and free trade policies, opened capital
accounts, and established quick (voucher) privatisation as a way to a free market
economy, which at first glance increased the rate of return on capital to
independent entrepreneurs and stimulated new investment. The fact that these
investments were financed by limited entrepreneurial wealth (net worth) and
large borrowing constitutes a good foundation for the emergence of the so-called
‘balance sheet’ crisis, especially since in the (boom) period before the crisis,
already ample borrowing was additionally increased as the predominant source
of financing in the former Yugoslav countries.2 Because of the delayed integration
into international economic flows and the preceding extended period of
uncertainty and war, their available (accumulated) entrepreneurial wealth was
very limited.
To model this process of debt build-up driven by investment we specify two
equations that are of importance in our discussion, namely the debt accumulation

1

2

See early contributions such as Minsky (1975) and Kindleberger (1978), as well as more recent
ones such as Kiyotaki and Moore (1997), and Miller and Stiglitz (2010).
As described by Četković (2015), bank credit to enterprises in former Yugoslavia was growing
fast in the 1960s and 1970s as the country rapidly industrialised. As also shown by Uvalić
(1992), the former Yugoslavia was characterised by high investment and savings rates at the
aggregate level compared to selected emerging countries (Greece, Portugal, Spain, Turkey), but
also by low ex-ante enterprises’ savings rates and low investment efficiency (see also Bajt 1988).
Bank credits constituted the most important source of enterprise investment (Prašnikar 1983);
banks often used political criteria in their allocation.
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equation and the cash flow migration equation, and later present their empirical
estimation.
2.1. Specification of the debt accumulation equation and the cash flow migration
equation
2.1.1. The debt accumulation equation

Following Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist’s (1999) theoretical model of
investment-driven indebtedness (i.e., the financial accelerator) and the extension
of the model by Bole et al. (2018) to different kinds of investments, different
industries, different countries, and different solvency categories (e.g., capital size
and credit collateralisation), we were able to build a model to explain the variation
in the yearly changes in financial debt (differences) by variation in the firms’ core
business investments (investments in physical capital) and long-term financial
investments. The first variable reflects the increasing returns and additional
investments due to the economy opening up before the crisis, which brought
economic subjects new perspectives (new markets) and new possibilities, and
therefore increasing returns, as well as additional financial sources from abroad.
The second variable reflects the effect of enormous swings in expected capital
returns driven by asset price volatility (skyrocketing in boom time but collapsing
in bust time) throughout the Great Recession, supported, in addition, by
policymakers’ increasing desire to facilitate speedy privatisation. Financial
investments included investments in real estate, whose volatility was especially
pronounced during the episode.
Firms’ distribution of investments and the size of the financial accelerator are
crucial drivers of the debt build-up process intensity. To account for possible
differences between the peripheral and the super-peripheral groups of countries
with regard to firms’ distribution of investments and the size of the financial
accelerator, we add dummy variables encompassing specificities (in the debt
build-up process) observed in both groups of countries. Additional dummies
address the differences between the two periods of crisis development: the boom
regime (2007–2008) and the bust regime (2009–2010).3

3
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The set of explanatory variables is augmented by lagged capital, lagged collateral,
and a dummy for manufacturing companies. The specification of the estimated
equation is as follows:
fin_debt=α0 + α1core_investment+ α2fin_investment + α3per_bust +
α4super_per_boom + α5super_per_bust +α6capital(-1) + α7collateral (-1)+
α8man + ε

(1)

where subscript i denotes a specific company, fin_debt denotes the difference in
financial debt, core_investment is investment in core business activities, and
fin_investment is financial investments. The variable per_bust stays as a dummy,
showing non-market factor differences (differences in the administrative
environment and policy changes) in the bust period compared to the boom
period for the periphery countries. The variables super_per_boom and
super_per_bust show the dummies for non-market factor differences (differences
in the administrative environment and policy changes) between the superperipheral group of countries and the peripheral group of countries in the two
regimes of financial crisis development (2007–2008 = boom; 2009–2010 = bust).
For all dummies the peripheral group of countries in boom period (2007–2008)
serves as a base dummy. The variable capital(-1) denotes the lagged value of the
firm’s equity, and collateral(-1) the firm’s lagged collateral (defined as tangible
assets less financial debt). The variable man is a dummy variable for the
manufacturing sector. To mitigate heteroscedasticity problems, debt, financial
investments, core investments, equity, and collateral are given in balance sheet
units.
2.1.2. The cash flow migration equation

Bole et al. (2018) have shown that the theoretical framework of the financial
accelerator mechanism (Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist 1999) can be used as a
basis for the construction of a logit model of cash flow migration, where the
dependent variable shows the status of the cash flow in the following year (0 =
negative cash flow; 1 = positive cash flow). The independent variables are
financial debt at the end of the current year, debt collateral coverage, nonfinancial debt (suppliers), and receivables (buyers). 4 We also added a dummy
4

See Bole et al. (2018) for the explanation.
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variable for manufacturing firms and a dummy variable for the super-peripheral
group of countries. The equation is as follows:
Pr(cash_flow>0) = ϕ[βo+ β1∙fin_debt_bil(-1) + β2∙nfin_debt_bil(-1) +
β3∙receivables(-1) + β4∙collateral _cover(-1) + β5∙man + β6∙super_per]

(2)

where fin_debt_bil is the financial debt at the end of the year (per unit of the total
balance sheet), nfin_debt_bil is the non-financial debt at the end of the year (per
unit of the total balance sheet), receivables are receivable claims on buyers at the
end of the year (per unit of the total balance sheet), collateral_cover indicates the
‘insufficiency’ of the debt collateral (it is defined as debt per unit of collateral) at
the end of the year, and man is a dummy variable for the manufacturing sector
(the service sector serves as the reference). The super_per dummy stands for
differences in economic activity and other unspecified (predominantly
institutional- and policy-related) differences between groups of countries
(Croatia and Slovenia serve as the baseline).
2.2. Empirical evidence

Our unbalanced sample consists of over 2,000 companies in six countries for the
period 2006 –2011; the sample in the year 2007 encompasses 490 companies from
Bosnia and Herzegovina, 497 from Croatia, 195 from the Republic of North
Macedonia, 136 from Montenegro, 496 from Serbia, and 351 from Slovenia. The
data was collected primarily from the Amadeus database by Bureau van Dijk
(2012). 5 The data for Montenegro was obtained from the Central Bank of
Montenegro (CBCG) and for the Republic of North Macedonia from the Central
Register of the Republic of North Macedonia (CRM). Only companies with an
operating revenue exceeding EUR 1 million, or total assets exceeding EUR 2
million, or with more than 150 employees were selected. The variables mentioned
in the previous sub-chapter were created from raw balance sheet data.

5
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The size of the collected country samples of companies did not correspond to the countries’
actual relative sizes. To prevent the possible effects of size on the estimation results, we selected
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on the data construction procedure are given in Bole et al. 2018.
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The average values of the variables in models (1) and (2) are given in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1: Mean of variables from model (1)
All countries
Fin_debt
Fin_investment
Core_investment
Capital
Collateral
Man
N

2007
0.064
0.020
0.153
0.455
0.279
0.443
2,138

2008
0.020
–0.016
0.089
0.429
0.261
0.451
2,136

2009
–0.005
0.001
0.050
0.423
0.263
0.449
2,148

2010
–0.010
–0.003
0.066
0.381
0.226
0.448
2,064

Note: fin_debt – increment in financial debt per unit of balance sheet; fin_investment – increment
in financial investments per unit of balance sheet; core_investment – increment in core investments
per unit of balance sheet; capital – equity per unit of balance sheet; collateral – collateral assets less
debt per unit of balance sheet; man share of manufacturing firms.
Source: Authors’ calculation.

Financial debt increased in the boom period, by 6.4% in 2007 and by 2.0% in 2008.
Due to the eruption of the global economic and financial crisis the average
financial debt fell in the bust period by 0.5% in 2009 and by 1.0% in 2010.
Financial investments show relatively small changes in the boom period (2007
and 2008) and become even smaller in the bust period (2009 and 2010), while the
movements and values of core investments were much more substantial. Mean
core investments decreased in the period 2007–2009 and increased again in 2010.
As a share of the balance sheet, core investments were the largest in 2007 (15.3%).
Companies’ mean equity as a share of the balance sheet decreased throughout the
observed period. Mean available collateral decreased in the observed period by
5.3 percentage points. Companies in the sample consisted of firms from the
manufacturing and service sectors, where the share of manufacturing companies
(man) is rather constant throughout the observed period.
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Table 2: Mean of the variables from model (2)
All countries
2007
2008
Cash_flow
0.846
Collateral_cover
0.790
1.022
Fin_debt_bil
0.199
0.213
Nonfin_debt_bil
0.273
0.280
Receivaibles
0.201
0.207
Man
0.493
0.494
N
1,361
1,453

2009
0.805
1.052
0.219
0.267
0.203
0.489
1,379

2010
0.809
1.061
0.225
0.272
0.207
0.486
1,303

Note: cash_flow – share of enterprises with improved cash flow relative to previous year (0 –
decrease, 1 –increase); fin_debt_bil – financial debt per unit of balance sheet; nonfin_debt_bil – nonfinancial debt per unit of balance sheet; receivables – receivables per unit of balance sheet;
collateral_cover – debt per collateral; man – share of manufacturing firms.
Source: Authors’ calculation.

In the bust period the cash flow status deteriorated. Financial debt increased in
the crisis by 13% of the balance sheet, while nonfinancial debt hardly changed at
all. At the same time, collateral coverage of the debt changed considerably. In the
same crisis period, the relative size of the uncollateralised part of the debt
increased by more than 33%, in the boom period it increased by around 29%, and
in the bust period by an additional 4%.
There were only minor changes in receivables claims to the buyers (as a share of
the balance sheet) throughout the boom–bust periods of the Great Recession
episode.
2.3. Model results
2.3.1. The results of the debt accumulation equation estimation

The results of the debt accumulation equation estimation are presented in Table
3. Debt model (1) is specified and estimated for the boom–bust period (2007–
2010). Because of the possible endogeneity problems the model is estimated with
the instrumental variables two-stage least-squares (G2SLS) method. The
instruments used in G2SLS comprise the averages of independent variables for
the two-digit NACE classification, the growth rate of firm employee numbers,
sectoral FDI (per unit of value added), and amortisation per employee.
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The coefficients of core investments and financial investments are positive and
highly significant, addressing the contribution of the two main variables under
investigation to companies’ increased financial debt. Taking into account large
differences in the extent of core versus financial investment changes (namely,
much larger core investments), this may show that the contribution of core
investments to the financial debt might be much higher than the contribution of
financial investments, although the corresponding coefficient of financial
investments is twice that of core investments. A negative and highly significant
sign of the bust-regime dummy variable (for the peripheral group) points to a
substantial increase in other factors (e.g., the regulatory squeeze on banks, the
tough EU state-aid regime, the non-debt financing of investment, etc.) that
mitigate the effect on companies’ financial debt for a given investment dynamic
in the bust regime (in the peripheral group of countries). The coefficients of the
super-peripheral group dummy variable are negative in both regimes (boom and
bust), but are only significant in the bust regime. At the same time, in the bust
regime the coefficient for the super-peripheral group is larger than the coefficient
for the peripheral group (its absolute value is only 60% of the corresponding value
for the peripheral group), showing that in the bust regime and for the same level
of investment the financial debt increased more in the super-peripheral group of
countries than in the peripheral group. Because of possible effects of weaker
institutions and governments (and hence a less controllable economy), as well as
fewer alternatives with regard to the non-debt financing of investments – in the
bust regime the dispersion of sovereign premiums increases (e.g., smaller
potential foreign capital inflows), it seems sensible that, in the bust regime, the
investment-driven debt increase was less mitigated in the super-peripheral group
of countries. In the boom regime, on the other hand, differences in government
interventions between the peripheral and super-peripheral groups of countries
were significantly smaller (instead of tough EU-enforced measures, only the EU
Commission’s indicative warnings supplemented domestic government policy),
and the alternatives of non-debt financing of investments proliferated in the
super-peripheral group of countries at least as much as in the peripheral group
(in the boom period the dispersion of sovereign premiums is much smaller).
The sizes of the coefficients of capital and available collateral are negative (which
was to be expected), although they are not statistically significant. The coefficient
of the industry sector dummy variable is positive and statistically significant,
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showing that the contribution of core investments and financial investments to
companies’ financial debt was larger in manufacturing than in services.
Table 3: Results of the country group effects on financial debt accumulation
Financial debt
Core investments

α1

Financial investments

α2

Peripheral dummy for the bust regime

α3

Super-peripheral dummy for the boom regime

α4

Super-peripheral dummy for the bust regime

α5

Capital

α6

Available collateral

α7

Industry sector dummy

α8

Constant

α0

Observations
Sargan-Hansen J statistic (p-value)
Kleibergen-Paap Wald (p-value) (H: rank=1)
Anderson-Rubin Wald (p-value)

G2SLS
0.246***
(0.013)
0.455***
(0.037)
-0.028***
(0.004)
-0.003
(0.004)
-0.017***
(0.004)
-0.004
(0.007)
-0.004
(0.005)
0.007**
(0.003)
0.016***
(0.005)
5,476
0.361
0.000
0.000

Notes: The IV G2SLS method is used; the dependent variable is the yearly difference in financial
debt per unit of the balance sheet; standard errors are reported in parentheses; ***, **, and * denote
statistically significant values at 1%, 5%, and 10% on a two-tailed test, respectively; instruments used
in the G2SLS version comprise averages of independent variables for the two-digit NACE
classification, the company number of employees (rate of growth), sectoral FDI (per unit of value
added), and amortisation per employee; Sargan-Hansen statistic is used to test for over-identifying
restrictions, Kleibergen-Paap Wald is a test for under-identifying restrictions, and the AndersonRubin Wald test is a test for weak instruments.
Sources: Amadeus; official suppliers of microdata for Slovenia, Austria, Montenegro, and the
Republic of North Macedonia; Authors’ calculation.
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All things considered, our regression estimations point to core and financial
investments playing a considerable role in the (de)accumulation of firms’ debt.
This shows that both groups of countries belonged to the same financial cycle.
When the countries of former Yugoslavia grew rapidly their firms’ investments
were high, but they also accumulated high debt. When the growth deteriorated
the firms’ investments were low, but they also accumulated low debt or even deaccumulated debt. However, there were large differences between the peripheral
and the super-peripheral groups of countries because of other predominantly
institutional and policy-related factors. In the bust period, due to possible effects
of weaker government (and hence a smaller regulatory capacity) and fewer
alternatives regarding the non-debt financing of investments (a larger sovereign
premium), investment-driven debt increase was significantly less mitigated in the
super-peripheral group of countries than in the peripheral group.
2.3.2. The results of the cash flow migration equation

The results of the binominal logit regressions (2) are presented in Table 4 for each
year of the observed period 2007–2010. The marginal effects of each explanatory
variable on the probability of a positive cash flow status in the one-year horizon,
crucial for our discussion, are also added.
The financial debt variable is expected to have no major effect on the liquidity of
firms in the boom period. The Modigliani-Miller effect is perceived to work in
this occasion. However, the corresponding values of the financial debt variable
coefficient in Table 4 are negative and statistically significant in all the years under
investigation (and also in the year 2008).6 In relative terms, increments in debt
had a much greater impact on cash flow performance after the beginning of the
crisis. In absolute terms, in the bust period the cash flow effects of indebtedness
increased (deteriorated); the considerable deterioration in 2010 was especially
disastrous.

6

The evidence for Slovenia confirms that firms with higher debt were squeezed with lower cash
flows, and therefore they delayed paying their suppliers even before the financial crisis
(Prašnikar, Pahor, and Cirman 2004). Bole (2003) has also shown that a possible external
shock, similar in size to the highest domestic shock that had hit the Slovenian economy in the
past, could threaten 15% of non-performing debt firms with illiquidity and at least 8% of
companies with insolvency.
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Table 4: Results of the cash flow migration equation
Cash flow in 2008
Financial debt
Non-financial debt
Receivables
Lack of collateral coverage
Manufacturing sector dummy
Super-peripheral dummy
Constant
Observations
Cash flow in 2009
Financial debt
Non-financial debt
Receivables
Lack of collateral coverage
Manufacturing sector dummy
Super-peripheral dummy
Constant
Observations
Cash flow in 2010
Financial debt
Non-financial debt
Receivables
Lack of collateral coverage
Manufacturing sector dummy
Super-peripheral dummy
Constant
Observations

Coefficient
–1.213**
–1.934***
1.678 **
0.010
–0.441**
–1.077***
3.058***
1,355

Marginal effect
–0.144**
–0.230***
0.199**
0.001
–0.052**
–0.128***

β1
β2
β3
β4
β5
β6
β0

–2.125***
–2.164**
2.714***
–0.012
–0.483***
–0.679***
2.671***
1,450

–0.301***
–0.307***
0.385***
–0.002
–0.069***
–0.096***

β1
β2
β3
β4
β5
β6
β0

–2.503***
–2.587***
2.408 ***
–0.007
–0.527***
–0.423***
2.822***
1,376

–0.354***
–0.365***
0.341***
–0.001
–0.074***
–0.060***

β1
β2
β3
β4
β5
β6
β0

Notes: The dependent variable is the cash flow status; status of cash flow: 0 denotes negative cash
flow, 1 positive cash flow; manufacturing is an indicator variable for the manufacturing sector;
super-peripheral dummy indicates super-peripheral group of countries; all continuous variables are
in balance sheet units and relate to the end of the previous year; a weighted regression is used;
weights for each country are calculated as the total employment in NACE sectors C, G, H, I, J per
number of companies in the normalised sample; standard errors are reported in parentheses; ***,
**, and * denote statistically significant values at 1%, 5%, and 10% on a two-tailed test, respectively.
Sources: Amadeus; official suppliers of microdata for Slovenia, Montenegro, and the Republic of
North Macedonia; Authors’ calculation.
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The effects of the current non-financial debt on future cash flow performance are
important as well. The corresponding values of the coefficients in Table 4 are
negative and significant in all the investigated years. The sizes and time
trajectories of the marginal effects of inter-company debt are increasing and are
similar to the marginal effects of financial debt. The similarity between the intercompany debt effect and the financial debt effect was especially pronounced in
the bust period. The increasing influence of receivables on the cash flow dynamics
is also evidenced and lends additional support to the claim that higher intercompany debt became an important factor in the migration of companies to a
negative cash flow, especially in the bust period. The direct effect of collateral
coverage (defined as debt over collateral) was not significant in any period (see β4
in Table 4), but its indirect effect through debt was strong and significant (in the
bust period). As observed in Table 4, the marginal effects of the manufacturing
sector on the probability of negative cash flow in T+1 are negative and increasing.
As expected, the marginal effects of the super-peripheral dummy are negative in
all phases of the boom–bust episode. Therefore, in all phases of the crisis the same
size of indebtedness deteriorated the cash flow more in the super-peripheral
group of countries than in the peripheral group of countries. However, its
absolute value decreased from the boom to the bust regime (in 2010 the superperipheral marginal effect was only 40% of that in 2008), which again documents
the possible effects of weaker government (institutions) that was mentioned when
discussing the debt build-up process (and is crucial for the differences between
the periphery and the super-periphery). Because of the effect of weaker
government, in super-peripheral countries the same size of debt deteriorated the
cash flow in the bust phase much less than in the boom phase. It therefore made
cash flow muddling-through (in the bust phase) much easier in the superperipheral group than in the peripheral group (countries in the EU or nearing the
end of the accession process). After the crisis struck, pressures exerted by
regulators (accelerated bankruptcy procedures in banks, state-aid blockades, etc.)
and tougher non-credit procedures in banks lessened the possibility of muddling
through in the peripheral group of countries considerably more than in the superperipheral group.
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3. THE DYNAMICS OF BANK CREDIT TO HOUSEHOLDS AND FIRMS

The ability to access foreign financial flows is probably one of the two most
important factors (weak government being the second) in creating a difference
between peripheral and super-peripheral crisis development. In studying these
differences it is therefore necessary to also reveal the differences between the
periphery and the super-periphery in the mechanism channels intermediating
foreign financial flows to the economy. The two crucial channels of foreign
financial flows into the economy are wholesale and retail channels. In less
developed countries, banks act as crucial intermediators in both. In the wholesale
channel, capital flows to banks, and by extension credit flows to households, nonfinancial corporations, and the government. In the retail channel, capital flows to
non-financial companies and the government. After sitting on their bank
accounts, banks can extend new credit to households, corporations, and the
government. With foreign capital outflows, both channels work in reverse, first
by cutting credit, second by increasing deposits in banks or bank deposits with
the central bank, and finally in the outflow of capital. The crisis impacts of both
channels of foreign capital flows are studied in this section.
Massive capital inflows have been evidenced in the region in the pre-crisis period
(Hunya 2009; Koyama 2015; Hoffman and Schnabl 2016). As the movement of
foreign inflows greatly influenced the funding of banks either directly through
the wholesale channel or indirectly through the retail channel (through the
deposits of firms and households), and as it thus also had an enormous influence
on the growth of bank credit to households and especially to firms, we
constructed a credit model for the open economy which embraces both
mentioned channels and explicitly disentangles the demand and supply factors of
credit to households and firms (the model is presented in Bole et al. 2020).
3.1. The specification of credit to households and firms

We applied the model to the data on the credit activities of banks in the region.
We extended our studied period to 2013 in order to account for drastic capital
outflows (to the core EU economies), which severely hampered non-core
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European countries. These outflows could be mainly due to the malfunction of
the Vienna Initiative,7 which collapsed in 2011 (see Vienna Initiative 2013).
Below, a reduced and linearised version of such a theoretical model is used as an
empirical model. For household and company credit functions it distinguishes
supply factors (funding and impairment costs, i.e., the loan impairment charge) and
demand factors (nominal GDP growth and regional and regime dummies). Variable
b_n is a correction factor describing the ratio between gross and net loans in year t; it
is added because not all banks have the same (net) definition of credits. The empirical
version of the model is presented in Equations 3 and 4.
household_loans= ɣ0 + ɣ2bank_funding + ɣ3deposits(-1) + ɣ4impairments(-1)+ ɣ5
ngdp + ɣ6super_per_boom + ɣ7super_per_bust + ɣ8super-per_recovery+
(3)
ɣ9per_bust + ɣ10per_recovery + ε
firm_loans = δ0 + δ1b_n + δ2bank_funding + δ3deposits(-1) + δ4impairments(-1)+
δ5ngdp + δ6super_per_boom + δ7super_per_bust + δ8super_per_recovery +
δ9per_bust + δ10per_recovery + ε
(4)
where household_loans is the yearly change in bank loans to households (per unit
of the total balance sheet), firm_loans is the yearly change in bank loans to firms
(per unit of the total balance sheet), b_n is a correction factor,8 bank_funding is
the wholesale (bank) funding channel (change in loans due to banks per unit of
the total balance sheet), deposits(-1) denotes lagged total deposits (per unit of the
total balance sheet); impairments(-1) denotes the lagged yearly costs of
impairment (per unit of the total balance sheet); and ngdp is growth of nominal
GDP. Variables super_per_boom, super_per_bust, and super_per_recovery are
dummies for non-market factor differences (differences in the institutional and
administrative environment and policy changes) between the super-peripheral
group of countries and the peripheral group of countries in the three regimes of
the developing financial crisis (2007–2008 = boom; 2009–2010 = bust; 2011–2013
7

8

The Vienna Initiative, a public-private partnership between European governments, multinational
banks, and international financial institutions, to which foreign banks committed themselves to
maintain their exposure and keep subsidiaries adequately capitalised in the affected host (less
developed, also Balkan) countries in the period of the reversal of capital flows (Sanfey 2011).
Encompassing minor differences between banks in the definition of credit to firms.
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= recovery). The peripheral group of countries in 2007–2008 serves as the base.
The variable per_bust embraces otherwise non-specified differences
(predominantly non-market factor differences such as differences in the
institutional and administrative environment and policy changes) in the bust
period compared to the boom period. The variable per_recovery stands for
differences in non-market factors (predominantly differences in the institutional
and administrative environment and policy changes) in the recovery period
compared to the boom period. Finally, ε is the error term.
3.2. Empirical evidence

Our unbalanced panel consists of 120 banks; in the year 2010 it encompasses 20
banks out of 29 in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 30 out of 33 in Croatia, 12 out of 18 in
the Republic of North Macedonia, 8 out of 11 in Montenegro, 29 out of 33 in Serbia,
and 17 out of 22 in Slovenia. The main source of data was the Bankscope database,
which was augmented with hand-collected data from the banks’ annual reports.
Other variables used come from different sources. Real estate prices and data on
FDI inflows were taken from official statistics (IMF 2016; World Bank 2015;
Monstat 2015; CBCG 2016; ECB 2015; Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia
2015). Data on the number of employees, the number of branches, and the number
of ATMs were collected from the banks’ annual reports and/or websites. Average
values of the variables figuring in models (3) and (4) are given in Table 5.
Table 5: Mean of the variables in models (3) and (4)
All countries
Household_loans
Firm_loans
Bank_funding
Deposits
Impairments
Ngdp
N

2007–2008
0.058
0.108
0.041
0.088
0.010
0.130
214

2009–2010
0.010
0.032
0.010
0.057
0.014
0.006
232

2011–2013
0.004
0.003
-0.015
0.029
0.019
0.028
345

Notes: Yearly means (across all banks and indicated periods) of the variables in models (3) and (4);
household_loans – increment in credits to households per unit of balance sheet; firm_loans –
increment in credits to firms per unit of balance sheet; bank_funding – increment in loans
(including government deposits) to banks per unit of balance sheet; deposits – increment in deposits
of private units in banks per unit of balance sheet; impairments – cost of impairments per unit of
balance sheet; ngdp – nominal GDP growth rate.
Source: Authors’ calculation.
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Increments in loans to households and firms attained exceptionally high values
in the boom phase of the episode, when yearly increments exceeded 5.8% and
10.8% of the balance sheet, respectively.9 The corresponding increments dropped
in the bust phase and especially in the recovery phase by a factor of 10.
The funding dynamics in the boom phase were also extremely high.10 The yearly
increments in loans due to banks per unit of the total balance sheet attained 4.1%
of the balance sheet, and the corresponding increments in deposits 8.8% of
balance sheet. Both dropped significantly in the bust period, and especially in the
recovery period. In the recovery period the dynamics of the funding items were
more than three times lower than in the boom period.
The cost of impairment increased from the boom period to the recovery period.
In the boom period the cost of impairment stood at 1%, while in the recovery
period it rose to 1.9%.
In the boom years the average nominal GDP growth rate in the analysed countries
was 13%. It decelerated to near stagnation in the bust years and picked up after
2010 to around 2.8% per year.
3.3. Model estimates

Because retail and wholesale bank funding might be driven by factors that also
drive firm and household credit, the instrumental G2SLS estimation method was
used. The number of employees, the number of branches, the number of ATMs,
equity, and interactions between the mentioned variables were used as
instruments. We used panel estimation for the entire period. The results of the
empirical estimation of Equations (3) and (4) are given in Table 6.

9

10

The EBRD reported that in the pre-crisis period, virtually all countries in the south-east region
had four or more years in a row of credit boom, defined as an annual growth in total credit to
the economy by more than two percentage points of GDP (EBRD 2009). As shown by Bartlett
(2010), in 2009 the credit growth in most of the super-peripheral countries still achieved a twodigit level, which contributed to the over-borrowing of firms and households. However, the
crisis contributed to a dramatic slow-down in the growth of credits (Sanfey 2011; Bartlett and
Prica 2013).
Četković (2015) shows evidence of Yugoslav successor states’ dependence on foreign capital
funding.
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Table 6: Results of the bank credit models

Wholesale funding
Retail (deposit) funding
Cost of impairment
Nominal GDP growth
Super-peripheral dummy for the
boom regime
Super-peripheral dummy for the
bust regime
Super-peripheral dummy for the
recovery regime
Bust regime dummy
Recovery regime dummy
Constant
Observations
Sargan-Hansen J statistic (p-value)
Anderson-Rubin Wald (p-value)

Loans to
households
–0.418
ɣ2
(0.330)
0.665***
ɣ3
(0.083)
1.907
ɣ4
(2.113)
0.062*
ɣ5
(0.036)
–0.000
ɣ6
(0.030)
–0.020
ɣ7
(0.035)
–0.011
ɣ8
(0.022)
–0.035**
ɣ9
(0.017)
–0.047***
ɣ10
(0.016)
–0.004
ɣ0
(0.021)
573
0.287
0.002

Loans to firms
δ2
δ3
δ4
δ5
δ6
δ7
δ8
δ9
δ10
δ0

0.656***
(0.221)
0.335***
(0.089)
1.740
(1.341)
–0.023
(0.031)
0.051*
(0.028)
0.007
(0.028)
0.012
(0.023)
–0.019
(0.012)
–0.018
(0.012)
0.039*
(0.020)
533
0.170
0.000

Notes: The IV G2SLS method is used; the dependent variable is the yearly difference in loans to
households per unit of balance sheet in the first column and the yearly difference in loans to firms
per unit of balance sheet in the second column; panel data; standard errors are reported in
parentheses; ***, **, and * denote statistically significant values at 1%, 5%, and 10% on a two-tailed
test, respectively; instruments used in the G2SLS estimation consist of the number of employees,
the number of branches, the number of ATMs, equity, and interactions between the mentioned
variables. Robust tests are used to verify instrument quality: Sargen-Hansen statistics is a test for
over-identifying restrictions and Anderson-Rubin Wald is a robust test for weak instruments.
Source: Authors’ calculation.
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The model for households (3) shows that demand drove credit throughout the
entire observed period. Its impact is modest (ɣ5 = 0.062), which means that for
each percentage change (increase or decrease) in GDP, the household credits
change by more than 0.5% of the balance sheet on average. Specific regime
dummies document that crisis-specific changes (for example, additional banking
regulator requirements, the switching of banks from ‘mark-to-market’ to ‘markto-risk’ as credit procedures) significantly decreased credit to households in the
bust and recovery periods. The regional dummy effects indicate that in the
boom–bust–recovery episode banks in the super-peripheral group of countries
did not perform differently than in the peripheral group of countries (dummies
are not statistically significant).
On the supply side, retail funding (deposits of non-financial entities and
government entities) on average significantly influenced credit (ɣ3 = 0.665)
throughout the entire observed period. Its impact on household credit dynamics
is on average higher than the impact of wholesale funding (ɣ2 = 0.418), and
besides the last coefficient is not statistically significant. The coefficient on the
variable costs of impairment is also not statistically significant.
In the model of credit-to-firm dynamics (4) the effects of GDP growth (ngdp) on
credit to firms are not statistically significant. The specific regime dummy is
negative in the bust and recovery regimes, but is not significant. These crisisphase-specific negative effects are sensible, because after the crisis started,
banking regulators drastically increased their supervision requirements and
banks also modified/toughened their credit procedures.
Turning to the supply side, it can be observed that wholesale funding is the key
driver of credit to firms. The size of the coefficient of the wholesale funding
variable is statistically significant and much higher (δ2 = 0.656) than the
coefficient of the retail funding channel (δ3 = 0.335). This corresponds to the
predictions of the theoretical model (Bole et al. 2020). This channel was obviously
the main culprit behind the strong acceleration of credit to firms in the boom
period. Later, after the collapse of capital inflows to deposit-taking corporations,
the same channel worked in reverse with the same intensity and became the
strongest credit-contraction factor in both groups of countries, peripheral and
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super-peripheral. The coefficient of the cost of impairment is not statistically
significant in either equation.
Significant super-peripheral group dummy effects existed only in the boom
period. This indicates that the glut of available foreign capital in the pre-crisis
boom period presented a rare window of opportunity for lower-rated superperipheral countries, but less so for peripheral countries, which had (after
entering the EU) much easier access to foreign financing also in normal (nonboom) periods. Therefore, the impact of foreign inflows on credit growth in the
super-peripheral group of countries was greater than in the peripheral group. The
model results indicate that in the bust and recovery regimes, specific superperipheral effects disappeared. After the bust period the crisis severely squeezed
(especially net) foreign financial inflows into not only super-peripheral countries
but also peripheral countries. 11 However, bank intermediation amplified the
squeezed flows similarly in both groups of countries, because banking sector
regulation (under the common auspices of Basel) is as a rule much more aligned
among countries, especially regarding defence against the worst crisis effects.12
Besides, many banks in super-peripheral and peripheral countries are branches
of (the same) banks in core EU countries, which means that crisis-specific
measures and procedures in banks in peripheral and super-peripheral countries
were probably the same.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The paper shows that the financial crisis in Western Europe was transmitted to
the countries of former Yugoslavia to a considerable degree. In some countries
and specific segments it was also significantly amplified. At the onset of the
financial crisis the delayed opening of the economy and the late arrival of
international financial markets led to an interaction of the financial accelerator
channel, the liquidity channel, the banking credit extension channel (all of which
constitute internal sources of crisis amplification), and the capital surge (an

11

12
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In the bust, even the banks from the core countries experienced a credit crunch in the
wholesale credit market.
Regular contacts through BIS, for example, also made such alignment technically much easier.
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external crisis-driver). In the crisis such interaction caused a large drop in
economic activity, and even a deep recession in some countries.
The main findings of our research, pertaining to all the countries of former
Yugoslavia, are threefold. The first concerns the role of the crisis in the wholesale
funding of the banks. The wholesale funding of the banks’ balance sheets was a
key driver of the cyclicality of investments and the debt build-up (unwinding)
process in non-financial firms.
The second finding concerns foreign capital reversal effects. A drastic reversal of
foreign capital flows, triggered by banks from the most developed EU countries,
caused a contagion of illiquidity, which drastically affected all the countries in the
region. It led to bankruptcies and liquidation of firms and contributed to ‘worst
case scenario’ decision-making (Krisnamurthy 2010). GDP losses were a direct
consequence of such processes.
The third finding relates to the differences in crisis mechanisms in peripheral
versus super-peripheral countries in the analysed period. As peripheral countries,
Slovenia and Croatia (like other post-transition EU member states) had already
implemented (at least formally) the majority of crucial (i.e., market, regulatory,
and policy) EU institutions, whereas Serbia, Bosnia, the Republic of North
Macedonia, and Montenegro, which could be classified as super-peripheral
countries (like other less developed European countries that are not EU
members), were still far from implementing the relevant basic institutions, even
formally, because they were not engaged in the process of accession.
Looking at the differences in crisis mechanisms in peripheral versus superperipheral countries, there are two main lessons to be learned, one regarding
crisis phases and the other regarding sectors.
In the boom–bust–recovery episode of the Great Recession, the performance of
former Yugoslav countries depended a great deal on their periphery versus superperiphery status. In the boom phase, peripheral countries were (in terms of
financial stability) better off than super-peripheral countries (in comparison with
a normal, de-cycled position) because of their stronger institutions and the weak
– or completely absent – policy supervision (constraints) enforced from the
center of economic gravity (the EU). Thus, the bank credit and firm indebtedness
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binge combined with cash flow deterioration was less pronounced in peripheral
countries than in super-peripheral countries. In the bust and recovery phases,
when the glut of foreign inflows (external channel) disappeared altogether, both
super-peripheral and peripheral countries had to adapt not only to much smaller
foreign inflows but also to significant net foreign capital outflows. Therefore, in
both groups of countries, internal channels intermediating only scarce own
resources severely constrained the performance of economic units (banks, firms,
and households). However, the relative advantage of peripheral countries became
much smaller than in the boom phase, or disappeared altogether, because in the
bust and recovery phases tough measures enforced from the center of the EU
(calibrated to the strongest and largest EU economies and based on the doctrines
of the most developed core countries), which had to be enforced because of EU
membership or commitments, could be considerably avoided by superperipheral countries. They were able to muddle through by enacting only
measures tailored to their own problems, and only those which were sensible to
be implemented by their weaker institutions.
In the cross-sector comparison, the relative difference in performance between
peripheral and super-peripheral countries was far larger for the real sector (nonfinancial corporations) than for the financial (banking) sector because regulatory
and policy institutions in the banking sector differ the least between peripheral
and super-peripheral countries, and because the bulk of the banking sector in
Balkan countries consisted of branches of the same (EU) foreign banks.
The question is whether lessons on the periphery-versus-super-periphery crisis
effects from the Great Recession could also be relevant for the economic fallout
due to the Covid-19 virus. It seems that also in the case of a Covid-19-virustriggered crisis, in the first phase periphery countries will be in a better position
relative to super-peripheral countries, while in the longer term those differences
will diminish.
To make lessons for the Covid-19 virus collapse fallout clearer, it is necessary to
underline once more crucial relevant facts from the Great Recession. In the boom
phase of the Great Recession, relative differences in performance between core
and periphery EU countries were much smaller than in the bust and recovery
phases. That was the main reason for the decrease in the relative difference in
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crisis effects between periphery and super-periphery countries in the bust and
recovery periods of the Great Recession (relative to the boom period). Because of
the differences in performance between core and periphery countries, policy
measures calibrated to the (much better) performance of the core countries were
too stringent for the weak performance of the periphery countries. Those too
stringent measures ‘pushed’ periphery countries’ crisis effects toward the
corresponding crisis effects of super-periphery countries.
Something similar could happen in the Covid-19-triggered crisis. In the first
phase of the Covid-19 virus after-effects, differences in performance between core
and periphery countries will probably be relatively small, with the more
interconnected developed economies possibly being hit even more severely than
periphery countries. Thus, EU policy measures (calibrated to the core countries)
will also be appropriate for periphery countries. Because of ECB interventions
and the strong recovery up until 2019, differences in the sovereign risk premium
between core and periphery countries will also be insufficiently large to prevent a
large first wave of crisis-driven debt increase in both core and periphery
countries. At the same time, already in the first phase of the Covid-19-virustriggered crisis, super-periphery countries will probably have problems financing
the mitigation of crisis effects on firms and unemployment because of the
enormous supply of high-rated sovereign debt on the capital market. In the longer
run (in the later phases of the Covid-19 virus epidemic13), the access of periphery
countries to capital markets will probably deteriorate significantly (because of the
enormous amounts of government bonds issued in the first phase and the issuing
of government bonds by the most developed countries in the second phase),
especially because the largest and strongest core members’ cumulative increase in
indebtedness (dictating the policy of ECB interventions) will probably be much
lower than the peripheral countries’ cumulative increase of debt, so their
problems financing firms and unemployment support will become much more
similar to those of super-periphery countries.

13

Winter 2020/21, for example.
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